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Sunset20°North
A celebration of music, food and culture
Barangaroo Reserve at Towns Place
Twelve Spectacular Sunsets on Four Weekends from
Friday, 2 February to Sunday, 25 February 2018
Over twelve spectacular sunsets this February, Sunset20°N [sunset twenty degrees
north] celebrates music, food and culture in Sydney’s spectacular Barangaroo
Reserve. Sunset20°N is Sydney’s newest location to enjoy live music, located in
breathtaking Gadigal Country.
Independent and strong, Sunset20°N takes inspiration from the site’s namesake,
Barangaroo, a strong woman and leader of the Cammeraygal people of Sydney.
Experience a diverse line-up of mostly female artists from around Australia. In order
of appearance, Sampa the Great, Wallace, GL, Caiti Baker, Pirra, Mama Kin
Spender and the Inner West Voices, Tesse, Tigertown, Tia Gostelow, Thelma Plum,
The Morrisons, Okenyo, Saskwatch and Emily Wurramara – and it’s all free!
Sunset20°N is designed by Yuwaalaraay artist and designer Lucy Simpson of
Gaawaa Miyay, drawing inspiration from the setting of the sun and stories of place
which lie embedded in this site. Families will love exploring the Grandmother Tree,
a large-scale interactive artwork created by Lucy Simpson and Archrival, a not-forprofit architecture organisation. The Grandmother Tree is a meeting place for
visitors to Sunset20°N, inspired by Cammeraygal story and the beautiful angophora
(Sydney Red Gum), creating an unforgettable experience which plays with light,
colour and movement, casting a dramatic filter across the harbour to views of
iconic Sydney skyline.
Sunset20°N will offer delicious food and beverages, with each weekend
showcasing a different female guest chef. Curated by Claire Van Vuuren
(Bloodwood, Popla), the changing menus will be designed by Jane Strode (Fred’s,
Sydney), Analiese Gregory (Franklin, Hobart) and Thi Le (Anchovy, Melbourne).
The food will be local, seasonal and pay tribute to the history of the iconic
headland, from delicious snacks and Pambula oysters shucked to order, through to
meals perfect for a harbourside picnic.
For further information www.sunset20north.com
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Barangaroo Delivery Authority acknowledges the Traditional Owners, the Gadigal
people of the Eora Nation, on whose land we meet, share and work. We pay our
respects to Elders past and present, and extend our respect to Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people from all nations of this land.
For more information, please visit www.barangaroo.com
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